Syntax is Essential—Even for Beginning Readers

Now in Print! Syntax: Knowledge to Practice

This lesson is based on the "Meaning Links—Pronouns" activities (Stages 0-2) in Syntax: Knowledge to Practice.

Now in Print! Syntax: Knowledge to Practice

Syntax, a linguist's word for sentences, is foundational for reading comprehension. Understanding how sentences work—their components and structure—is the focus of Syntax: Knowledge to Practice. Building on their oral language abilities, beginning readers need to learn how sentence-level skills help them understand (i.e.,
Empowered with this ability, novice readers can move beyond their code-breaking skills to understand and appreciate what they read—the ultimate goal of reading. Available in print ($34.99) or electronically ($9.99).

**Structured Literacy Series: June 25-29.**

**Just a few seats left. Register today!**

Structured literacy benefits *all* students, but is *essential* for those with SLD/Dyslexia! Participants who complete the series are eligible to sit for the Center for Effective Reading Instruction Structured Literacy Certification exam.

This week-long, 30-hr series, covers:

**Session 1:** Understanding and Assessing Language-Based Learning Disabilities, Including Dyslexia

**Session 2:** Phonemic Awareness and Beginning Phonics: The Foundation of Learning to Read

**Session 3:** Advanced Phonics and Morphology Instruction: Linking Sounds, Symbols, and Meaning

**Session 4:** Grammar and Syntax: The Building Blocks for Comprehending and Writing Sentences

**Session 5:** Semantics: Strengthening Vocabulary and Text Comprehension.
Register TODAY for June 25-29th STRUCTURED LITERACY SERIES
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